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P L AY  T H E O RY
Discussing a common project vision



“My pictures sound like joy and the sound 

of people having fun”

-Aava

“My pictures listen like calling noises such 

as birds and the winds. Almost everything 

is outside”

-Charlotte

“My pictures shine like color and work”

-Shaadi

“My pictures celebrate with colors like 

confetti at a party”

-Meera

 Our vision 
is to turn it into 
a colorful and 
modern building.

“

”
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 We chose these 
three pictures because 
we want it to be a 
nature-y and modern 
day school.

“

”

“I picked these cards because they both do 

something for the community and I want 

my school to help the community”

-Siobhan

“It looks so cool because the wood has 

lights and the art is so creative and 

artistic”

-Violeta

“I picked these because I like the type of feels 

and the hut because it has so many textures”

-Piper

“I think that these cards show modern and 

smart architecture that we can put into our 

school”

-Patrick
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 Cohesiveness 
of building, students, 
and curiosity.
“

”

“Lots of green spaces, free flowing 

between indoors and outside”

-Liz

“Green spaces integrated and connected 

to the other building; Thought provoking 

design”

-Jo

“Transformative thinking (the world and 

themselves), and is open, bright, and has 

different perspectives”

-Dana

“Cohesiveness of order, symmetry, and 

nature that all fits together”

-Laura

transform

smells
like
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 Fun adventures 
makes us want to 
dance, chill, and be 
inspired

“

”

“quiet, peaceful and cozy school”

-Ben

“Bright and interesting and peaceful”

-Elizabeth

“I picked the flower because the colors 

are vibrant and the doors because I like 

the different colors. I like zen because it is 

peaceful”

-Kristian

“Gives a strong sense of freedom and 

adventure, along with displaying hidden 

creativity”

-Nelea
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like
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I M AG E  E X T R AVAG A N Z A
Identifying project likes and dislikes



it takes 
in a lot of 
sunlight

a room with 
glass

lots of 
windows

modern and 
cool too flashy

cool overview 
and 

spacious

cool and 
official 

looking space

worried 
about 

collapsing

cool structure 
and materials

too flashy

modern with 
lots of cool 

plants



solar panels 
as shade!

eco-friendly
cool seating

outdoor 
technology modern 

space, I just 
love it

ASMR - a 

very quiet and 

peaceful space

modern 
garden for 

plants

cool garden 
and cozy 

space



its 
interesting 

and fun

light and 
modern

elevated 
forms of 
seating

cool, fun, 
and big

cool structure 

and I like the 

lights!!

appealing, 
free, and 

open

a lot of 
bright 

windows

lots of 
seating 
options

not colorful



fear of 
collapsing

It looks 
unstable

scares me, it 
doesn’t look 

safe

its a nice 
design

I don’t like 
all the wood

too boring!

there is no 
color of fun. 
Just repetitive

very blocky



P O S T  C A R D S
Identifying memories and future potential
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